DAF - AUDIO SYSTEMS
For an easy and safe drive and multiple use USB/AUX connector

Truck Navigation Radio (TNR)

Audio system

The Truck Navigation Radio bundles a wide range of

The audio system is made for the playback of several

audio, navigation and communication functions in a single

different media types. Thanks to the external USB

compact unit conveniently integrated in the dashboard. In

and AUX connectors, a memory stick or iPod can be

addition to AM/FM radio reception, the audio system plays

connected. The audio data are transmitted digitally via

CDs and MP3 music files on the integrated CD drive or via

USB to the Truck Navigation Radio system. The large

the external USB and AUX connectors.

colour touch screen makes it easy to search for radio
stations or select a song title from the sound files,

Navigation

providing an excellent overview of the program and music

As soon as the destination and the vehicle specific

selection options. Thanks to a Bluetooth interface, audio

data, such as dimensions, weight and axle loads, have

data can be streamed from a music carrier to the radio.

been entered, the navigation system will start the route
calculation. During this calculation the vehicle data are

Functions

compared with the digital map information stored on

Basic functions and values can be

the SD card, like the height of underpasses, the road

adjusted in a main menu and with

width or the maximum allowable weight on bridges. The

the steering wheel switches. The

result is a route suitable for the specific vehicle, avoiding

general radio functions, such as

villages with narrow streets or winding roads that would

scanning stations, radio text and

require difficult manoeuvering.

audio functions, such as sound
and balance, are shown on the

Display

instrument panel.

The display can also be optionally used for such other
functions as a rear-view camera, which makes it much
easier to manoeuver large vehicles in reverse.
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FOr An EASY AnD SAFE DrIvE AnD MUlTIplE USE USB/AUX cOnnEcTOr

24V DAF radio/USB player
Innovative features, designed to

What are the benefits of the USB/AUX
connection?

meet the highest requirements

Missing or scratched CD’s and jumping tracks, it’s all

and optimal sound, combined with

past. All music tracks are together in one device and

ergonomic design, the DAF radio/

can be carried over to each truck. Operate your memory

USB player has been specially

stick music carrier via the radio controls or steering wheel

developed to meet the professional

switches.

demands of 24V vehicle electrical
systems. The radio/USB player

Which connector is best?

comes with an excellent two speaker

When the USB connection is used, control functions can

system mounted in the doors.

be used on the radio or the steering wheel switches.
MP3 player data like ID3 tags are shown on the
instrument panel. With the AUX connection all control

Functions

functions have to be managed on the music carrier.

Basic functions and values can be adjusted in a main
menu and with the steering wheel switches. The general
radio functions, such as scanning stations, radio text and
audio functions, such as sound and balance, are shown
on the instrument panel.

USB/AUX connection
On this CD-less 24V DAF radio/USB player no longer the
old-fashioned CD player is available, but it has a Smart
Compartment at the dashboard centre console, which
allows connection for virtually all MP3 players, USB sticks
or iPods.
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